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Abstract—In this paper different wayys of planning the
radio resourcces within an LTE network
k are analyzed
d. All
simulations were
w
carried ou
ut using 3GPP
P recommendaations.
Soft frequencyy reuse (SFR)), soft fraction
nal frequency reuse
(SFFR) and hard
h
fractionaal frequency reuse
r
(HFFR) radio
resource allocation schemes are compared
d to fixed frequ
uency
reuse 1 (R1) and reuse 3 (R3) radio resource alloccation
schemes. An optimum
o
way of planning radio
r
resourcess in a
LTE network is proposed att the end of pap
per.
—LTE, radio pllanning, simulaation.
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I. INTTRODUCTION
o meet customer
c
dem
mands for higgh data rates, LTE
systems anticipate
a
thee highest posssible frequenccy reuse. This means that the goal
g
of LTE networks
n
is too use
o as close too one as posssible.
frequency reuuse of one, or
Spatial frequuency reuse of one impllies that all base
stations (BSss) in the nettwork transm
mit on all phyysical
resource blocks (PRBs) sim
multaneously [1]. The advaantage
RRM) schemee is a
of this radio resource maanagement (R
significant inncrease in systtem capacity. However, thhe big
downside of this
t RRM schheme is a significant degraddation
of performannces that edgee users experience. Perform
mance
degradation is induced by large innterference, which
w
originates froom other cellss in the network [2]. Advaanced
RRM algorithhms are necessary in order to
t preserve thhe full
potential of the
t orthogonaal frequency division multtiplex
(OFDM) in a dense reuse environment
e
[33].
With the aiim of attaininng high specttral efficiencyy, but
also reducingg intercellular interference for
f edge userss, this
paper is connsidering a flexible
f
use of reuse factors.
Different RRM
M algorithmss were examinned and comppared.
Our goal was
w
to find the algorithm
m with the best
compromise between
b
obtaiined flow ratee, and interceellular
interference at
a the cell edgee.
Section II describes exxisting LTE RRM techniiques.
t used simullation
Section III presents used siimulator and the
S
IV presents the obtaained results.
parameters. Section

T

II. RADIO
A
RESOURC
CE ALLOCATIO
ON SCHEMES
To be ablee to compare the differentt RRM schem
mes, a
radio resource utilization (RRU)
(
factor is introduced. It is
defined as folllows [4]:
∑∈

,

(1)
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wherre
repreesents the maxximum availaable power peer
PRB
B,
representts the maximuum power thaat can be usedd
by th
he -th PRB and
a
reprresents the num
mber of PRBs
that are available in
i an assignedd frequency baand.
A. Fixed Frequuency Reuse
Fiixed frequenccy reuse schem
mes with reu
use factor of 1
(R1)) and with reuse factor of 3 (R3) imply fixed power peer
each
h available PRB. Used poower per PR
RB equals thee
maxiimum available power per P
PRB (
).
Th
he main probllem of R1 RR
RM is the stron
ng intercellulaar
interrference as a consequence of the fact th
hat all BSs aree
transsmitting the signal
s
over tthe whole freequency rangee
with maximal avaailable power. This is the hiighest possiblee
U that one RRM
M could obtaiin, according to
t (1).
RRU
Th
he aforementiioned R1 is suitable for scenarios
s
withh
low traffic loadss while undeer heavy trafffic loads thee
mes too high, especially on the cell edge..
interrference becom
R3
3 RRM uses a third of thhe available bandwidths
b
inn
each
h cell. Based on
o (1), RRU factor for thiss RRM is 1/33.
Usin
ng this RRM, interference is reduced, th
hus improvingg
the throughput
t
foor the users oon the cell border, but thee
overrall data througghput in the cell is much lo
ower.
B. Soft Frequenncy Reuse (SF
FR)
Th
he soft frequuency reuse (SFR) schem
me, shown inn
Fig. 1, divides the whole availlable spectrum
m in each celll
minor subcarriier groups [3]].
into two groups – major and m
ne-third of thee
The major subcarrrier group ussually uses on
m, and it is plaanned as R3.
availlable spectrum

Fig
F 1. Power distribution
d
wiithin the specttrum and the
cell appearance inn case of SFR.
In th
his subcarrier group
g
eNodeB
B (eNB) transm
mits the signaal
with full power. The minor suubcarrier group covers thee
remaaining two-thhirds of the aavailable specctrum. In this
subccarrier group eNB transmiits a signal with
w
power of
o
∙
, where
1.
Wh
hen implemennting SFR users are divided
d depending onn
theirr location in thhe cell. They are split into
o two groups –
centrral users andd border userrs. This is very
v
importannt
becaause central ussers can obtaiin resources from
fr
the minoor
subccarrier group only, whilee the border users obtainn
resou
urces from thee major subcaarrier group.
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C. Fractional Frequencyy Reuse (FFR)
R)
Fractional frequency reeuse (FFR) sccheme dividees the
available specctrum in eachh cell into twoo zones – inneer and
outer [3]. Thee inner zone uses
u
a bandwiddth of ∙ , where
w
1. In
represents the total avaiilable bandwiidth and
m zone eNB traansmits a signnal with a pow
wer of
this spectrum
∙
, wheere
1. Thhe spectrum inn the inner zoone is
planned as R1. The ouuter zone uses the remaaining
D
on how the outeer zone is plannned,
bandwidth. Depending
two FFR typees can be distinnguished - Sofft FFR (SFFR
R) and
H
Hard
FFR (H
HFFR).
In HFFR, shown in Figg. 2, the outerr zone is planned as
wer of
R3. In this zoone eNB trannsmits a signaal with a pow
. Users are divided into
i
two grouups, dependinng on
t inner zonne are
their locationn in the cell. PRBs from the
allocated to users
u
in the ceell centre. PR
RBs from the outer
spectrum zonne are allocateed to the userss that reside on
o the
cell border.

Fig. 2. Powerr distribution within
w
the speectrum and thee cell
appearance in case of HF
FFR.
In SFFR, shown
s
in Fig. 3, the outer zone is plannned as
SFR. As in HFFR,
H
in SF
FFR users aree divided intoo two
groups. Users in the cell centre are obtaining
o
resoources
fr
the minoor subcarrier group
g
from the inneer zone and from
of the outer zone, while the users on the cell edgge are
o the
using resourcces from the major subcaarrier group of
outer spectrum
m zone.

Fig. 3. Pow
wer distributioon within the spectrum andd the
c appearancce in case of SFFR.
cell
S
III. SIMULATOR
For researcch purposes, a software LTE
L
simulatorr was
implemented by 3GPP standards.
s
LT
TE simulator was
d
in Java. Its souurce code caan be
completely developed
freely downlooaded from [5].
From the user interfacce (UI), show
wn in Fig. 4,
4 all
aforementioned parameterrs, i.e. α, β, γ, δ and intercell
border (ICB),, can be changged freely viaa sliders. Channging
any of thosee values is immediately
i
transferred too the
picture of speectrum powerr distribution and to the piicture
of LTE netwoork.
Simulated LTE networrk contains a central celll and
eighteen cells that are arrranged in a circle aroundd the
U
are deployed in a central cell onlyy and
central cell. Users
thus only centtral cell statisttics are observved.

277

Fig. 4. Simuulator’s UI.
a
conductted through
h series of
o
Siimulations are
indep
pendent snappshots. In eeach snapshot users aree
randomly deployyed in a central cell. Depending
D
onn
expeerienced proopagation coonditions, reesources aree
alloccated to userss. At the end of each snapshot, statistics
for all
a users are collected and aat the end of the simulationn
the mean
m
values of all collectted data are calculated.
c
Too
obtaiin more preccise statistics,, simulation should iteratee
throu
ugh as many as
a possible snaapshots.
Alll the simulatiions were carrried out with the
t parameters
preseented in Table 1. Besidess those param
meters, it was
assum
med that the spectrum widdth is 10MHzz. In this casee,
acco
ording to [6], the
t maximum
m number of PR
RBs is 50 (thee
spectrum width of
o a single P
PRB is 180k
kHz). A 4-biit
nnel quality inndicator (CQII), defined in [7] was usedd.
chan
Acco
ording to thhe user’s CQ
QI, simulato
or’s scheduleer
decid
ded which moodulation it shhould use for the
t given userr.
Scheeduler’s goal was to use modulation that
t
gives thee
highest throughpuut, for the ppropagation conditions thaat
D
bbetween signaal-interferencee
user experience. Dependency
oise ratio (SIN
NR) and obtaained throughp
put, as well as
to no
the relationship between SIN
NR and blocck error ratee
ER), for a givven modulatioon were taken
n from [8]. A
(BLE
fixed
d width of 100MHz was ussed (the same as in [1] andd
[2]), despite the fact
fa that the baandwidth in LTE
L
may havee
v
The reesults obtained
d for a system
m
several different values.
ms
with a bandwidthh of 10MHz ccould be appliied to system
width widths.. In those caases, the totaal
with other bandw
achieeved bandwidth should be properlly scaled inn
acco
ordance with thhe available nnumber of PRB
Bs.
IV
V. SIMULATIO
ON RESULTS
LT
TE network simulations
s
w
were conducted for R1, R33,
SFR
R, SFFR and HFFR allocaation schemess. Results thaat
weree obtained foor R1 and R33 allocation schemes
s
weree
referrent and all other
o
simulatiion results were
w
comparedd
with them. The simulation
s
ressults are preseented togetheer
RB throughpuut
with the total cell throughput annd average PR
d
from the cell centrre. To providee
as a function of distance
d through 50000
moree reliable resuults, all simulaations iterated
indep
pendent snapsshots.
Paarameters γ and ICB w
were varied in
i SFR casee,
param
meters α, γ, δ and ICB werre varied in SFFR
S
case andd
param
meters α, δ annd ICB were vvaried in HFFR
R case.
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Fig. 6. The average throughput per PRB as a function of
distance from BS, for SFFR with variation of α.
>= 35 meters

Values of α, γ, δ and ICB that were used in simulations,
as well as total achieved throughputs per cell for those
values, are given in Table 2.
The achieved results for different values of α, in HFFR
and SFFR cases, are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
respectively. From those figures it can be noticed that this
parameter does not affect the achieved throughput per
PRB. Besides that it is observed that the PRB throughput
in the cell centre gravitates to PRB throughput for R1. On
the cell border PRB throughput strives to achieve the PRB
throughput in R3 case. In HFFR case, throughput gains on
the cell border are significant, while the gains on the cell
border for SFFR are negligible. Despite that, the overall
throughput is much lower in HFFR than in SFFR. This is
due to the fact that SFFR has a greater number of available
PRBs than HFFR.
The achieved results for different values of γ, in SFR
and SFFR cases, are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
respectively. From those figures it can be observed that for
smaller values of γ a greater throughput per PRB is
achieved on the cell border, and a lesser throughput is
achieved in the cell centre, compared with the simulation
results for R1. This is so because the resources from the
minor subcarrier group have lower power, compared to the
resources from R1 scheme, and they have to cope with the
interference that originates from the major subcarrier
groups of adjacent cells. With the increase of γ PRB
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Fig. 7. The average throughput per PRB as a function of
distance from BS, for SFR with variation of γ.
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Fig. 5. The average throughput per PRB as a function of
distance from BS, for HFFR with variation of α.
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distribution with standard
deviation σ)
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TABLE 1: MACRO CELL SIMULATION PARAMETERS [4].

Parameter
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Fig. 8. The average throughput per PRB as a function of
distance from BS, for SFFR with variation of γ.
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TABLE 2: OVERALL THROUGHPUT ACHIEVED IN SIMULATIONS.
Allocation Scheme
Overall throughput [Mbps]
R1
48.4
R3
30.9
SFFR with variation of α
47.0
47.0
46.9
47.1
(β=1, γ=0.25, δ=0.5, ICB=230m, α={0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1})
HFFR with variation of α
41.1
41.0
41.2
40.8
(β=1, γ=0, δ=0.5, ICB=230m,α={0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1})
SFR with variation of γ
39.5
41.9
43.3
44.1
(α=0, β=1, δ=0, ICB=230m, γ={0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9})
SFFR with variation of γ
45.5
47.1
48.3
48.9
(α=0.6, β=1, δ=0.5, ICB=230m, γ={0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9})
SFFR with variation of δ
44.9
45.6
45.8
47.1
(α=0.6, β=1, γ=0.3, ICB=230m, δ={0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8})
HFFR with variation of δ
32.9
38.3
41.1
45.4
(α=0.7, β=1, γ=0, ICB=230m, δ={0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9})
SFR with variation of ICB
46.6
46.6
45.7
44.0
(α=0, β=1, γ=0.3, δ=0, ICB={0m,50m,100m,200m,300m})
SFFR with variation of ICB
48.3
47.9
47.2
45.5
(α=0.6, β=1, γ=0.3, δ=0.5, ICB={50m,150m,250m,350m,400m})
HFFR with variation of ICB
43.5
42.3
40.4
36.9
(α=0.7, β=1, γ=0, δ=0.5, ICB={50m, 150m, 250m, 350m,400m})
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Fig. 9. The average throughput per PRB as a function of
distance from BS, for SFFR with variation of δ.
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The overall throughput decreases with the reduction of
δ. In spite of larger gains in PRB throughput in HFFR
case, overall throughput was much higher for SFFR. Those
results were expected, because with the decrease of δ
HFFR begins to resemble the R3 scheme. Besides that,
HFFR has fewer available PRBs compared to SFFR and
R1 schemes.
Achieved results for ICB, in SFR, SFFR and HFFR
cases, are shown in Fig. 11, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13,
respectively. In all schemes with the increase of ICB, PRB
throughput for border users is increasing. In SFR and
SFFR cases that increase has a direct impact on the
reduction of PRB throughput for central users, just as it
was in previous cases. In HFFR case there is a throughput
increase for border users, but there are no throughput
decreases for central users. In all cases, with an ICB
decrease PRB throughput gravitates to the throughput for
R1 and thus the overall cell throughput is increased. As
expected, SFFR has the highest overall throughput because
it most closely resembles the R1. This also implies that it
has the smallest gains for border users, compared to other
simulated schemes.
1000

Throughput per PR B [kbps]

The achieved results for different values of δ, in SFFR
and HFFR cases, are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10,
respectively. It is noticed that with the reduction of δ, the
overall PRB throughput on the cell border increases. In
SFFR, PRB throughput gains at the cell border cause PRB
throughput losses to occur in the cell centre. This was not
the case for HFFR. In HFFR case, with the decrease of δ,
gains were observed in the cell centre, as well as at the cell
border.
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Fig. 10. The average throughput per PRB as a function
of distance from BS, for HFFR with variation of δ.
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Fig. 11. The average throughput per PRB as a function of
distance from BS, for SFR with variation of ICB.
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Fig. 12. The average throughput per PRB as a function
of distance from BS, for SFFR with variation of ICB.
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Fig. 13. The average throughput per PRB as a function
of distance from BS, for HFFR with variation of ICB.
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PRB throughput on the cell border could be achieved
compared to R1. To achieve a compromise between cell
border throughput and the overall throughput, the
parameter δ should be between 0.5 and 0.7, while the ICB
should be between 50% and 70% of the cell radius. The
parameter α can be set to 1. Doing so, enough power is left
to the transmitter allowing good performances to be
maintained, even in cases of the deterioration of
propagation conditions. The total throughput for these
parameters is 42.5 Mbps. PRB throughput, as a function of
distance from BS, for this case is shown in Fig. 14.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Based on the analysis conducted in this paper, it can be
concluded that the best results are achieved with the HFFR
allocation scheme. The HFFR scheme represents a good
compromise between the overall cell throughput and the
degree of interference suppression for users on the cell
border. Taking that into account, it can be concluded that
cell border users achieve a higher throughput in the HFFR
scheme than they would using the R1 scheme.
Further research in this area could be the analysis of
network radio resource allocation in realistic
environments. A topic for further research could also be
the analysis of performance of different allocation
schemes depending on the number of users in a network.
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